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Abstract 
In this paper we study a new view on the PAC-learning model in which the examples are more 
complicated than in the standard model. There, an example usually is an element of the learning 
domain and its label indicates whether it belongs to the target concept. Here, the examples can be 
subsets and their labels indicate some relation to the target concept, e.g., whether they intersect 
it or not. We show how this setting can be easily transformed into the standard PAC-model; 
however, for an analysis it is much more natural to stick to the original formulation. Then the 
central notion is that of the relative dimension of a target class with respect to a sample class, 
which replaces the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension. The investigation of structural aspects of 
the relative dimension is followed by its applications to learning environments. It turns out that 
computing or bounding the relative dimension leads to interesting combinatorial problems even 
for simple target and sample classes. Sometimes the analysis is easier if one represents the 
concepts as unions or intersections of simpler ones. We present sharp bounds on the relative 
and the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension of the complicated class in terms of the simpler one. 
1. Introduction 
In this paper we consider a different perspective of the PAC-learning model as 
introduced by Valiant [14]. In the PAC-model one has a set X, called the universe, 
and a collection 92 of subsets of X, called the concept class. The learning problem is 
to approximate an unknown target concept C E $7. Information on C is provided by 
examples, i.e., by pairs of the form (x, I), where x E X and I E (0, 1). The label 1 
is 1 if x belongs to the target concept, i.e., x E C, and 0 otherwise. From the examples 
a hypothesis H E V is computed. The aim is to ensure that H is close to C with 
overwhelming probability. 
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Usually the sample elements are “atomic” in a natural way, e.g., they are points in 
the plane or vertices of the Boolean cube. The label indicates the element relation. 
There are, however, situations where this is not the natural setting, because there is no 
way to draw sample points from X. But it might be possible to get information on the 
target concept through more general objects such as subsets of X. Also the label no 
longer indicates the element relation but some more general incidence relation between 
examples and target concepts. Consider, for example, a device which sends out an X- 
ray beam and which can detect whether the beam has passed through a certain material 
such as a bone. The device can, however, not measure the distance to the material or 
its thickness. Using many such measurements one nevertheless wants to approximate 
the size, shape and position of the material. Here the examples are rays and their labels 
indicate intersection with the target. 
Another example comes from the area of testing. There is an object which is de- 
scribed by a combination of some properties. It is not possible to check for an individual 
property whether the object has this property or not. The properties can, however, be 
collected into not necessarily disjoint groups. For each such group it is possible to 
check whether some combination of properties in this group also holds for the target 
object. It may not be possible to find out which combination in the group this is. From 
this information one wants to approximately identify the object, i.e., the properties it 
possesses. The target and the examples can be represented as subcubes (monomials) of 
the Boolean domain (0, 1)” and the labels indicate whether these subcubes intersect. 
The subcube associated with a monomial consists of all satisfying assignments, e.g., 
the subcubeS, ={(l,O,l,n~,l,xg ,..., x,)lxi~ {O,l}“, iE {4,6 ,..., n)} is associated 
with the monomial m = x1%x3x5. 
Also, there is a connection to the so-called learning with restricted focus of at- 
tention as introduced in [2]. In this model only parts of an example instance are 
visible to the learner. In the Boolean case a labeled example could be of the form 
((I,O,l,*,l,*,..., *), l), where * means that the assignment of this variable is not 
known. The variables for which the assignment is known can again be identified with 
a monomial, m = ~1x2~3~5 in our example. Now the label 1 means that some assign- 
ment of the unknown variables leads to a positive example, or equivalently that the 
subcube S,,, associated with m intersects the target. Note that observing the negative 
example (( l,O, 1, *, 1, *, . . . , *), 0) does only mean that S, is not contained in the target 
concept. So here learning from the positive example is interesting. 
It is important to note that the situations described are formally covered by the PAC- 
model. All one has to do is to choose a universe where the examples are “atomic” 
and also change the representation of the concept accordingly. In the X-ray example 
the universe would become the set of all lines. A rectangle R is identified with the set 
Y(R) of all lines that intersect R. It is, however, more natural to say “line 1 intersects 
R” than 1 E Y(R). Moreover, the latter representation can hide some behavior that 
is intuitively obvious. For example, if for rectangles RI, R2 and a line I one has 
I E L?(Rl) fl I’, this does not mean that 1 intersects RI n Rz. A purpose of this 
paper is to show how the techniques from the PAC-model can be used while keeping 
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the natural view on the objects. We also show where some care has to be taken in 
order to avoid misinterpretations, as the one just described. 
As in the PAC-model, we assume that the information is proved in the form of 
a sample and we are not allowed to choose the sample objects. This contrasts the 
setting investigated in geometric probing [5]. Also the labels are binary and do not 
contain any quantitative information. They come from an incidence relation I defined 
on the Cartesian product of target and sample class. A related approach for dealing 
with generalized geometric samples can be found in [7]. The samples considered there 
carry additional information such as the size of the intersection. 
For PAC-learnability the Vapnik-Chervonenkis dimension (VC-dimension) [ 151 of 
a concept class is of essential importance [3]. Here, we introduce the notion of relative 
dimension of a target class with respect to a sample class and show that it plays the 
same role in our model. Learnability turns out to be equivalent to finiteness of the 
relative dimension and efficient learnability is related to its growth rate. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we introduce some basic notation 
and characterize the role of the relative dimension for learnability. Also some struc- 
tural properties of the relative dimension are proved, and an improved bound on the 
VC- and relative dimension of union and intersection classes is presented. In Section 
3 we apply these considerations to geometric objects like segments and rectangles. In 
Section 4 we investigate the situation for monomials and sets. In Section 5 we in- 
troduce a new notion of shattering and prove an analog of Sauer’s lemma [l l] for 
monomials. 
2. Definitions and relations to the PAC-model 
Let & and B be classes and let I be an incidence relation on ._& x B. The incidence 
relation I will be represented by a function I : ~4 x B + (0, l}, where for A E d, B E 
99 we have I(A,B) = 1 if and only if A and B are incident. We call B the target 
class and d the sample class. It is not necessary that d and a are defined over some 
common universe X, although this will be usually the case. An example for a target 
concept B E 93 is of the form (A,Z(A,B)), where A E d. As in the classical PAC- 
model we assume that there is a probability distribution Prob on the sample class &, 
i.e. Prob(&“) = Sgg,dProb for &’ & &. The error of a hypothesis H E 99 is measured 
by the probability that an A E ~4 drawn under the distribution Prob has different 
incidences with B and H, i.e. err(H) = Prob{A E ,rQ 1 I(A,H) # Z(A,B)}. Here we 
investigate learnability in this framework. Note that one obtains the PAC-model for 
&=X, 9#=V,andZ(x,C)=l ifandonlyifxEC. 
Consider the following standard example from PAC-learning: X is the unit square, 
Prob is a probability distribution on X, and g and X are the class of all axis-aligned 
rectangles in X. An example consists of a point and the information of whether it lies 
in the target rectangle C or not. The error of a hypothesis rectangle H is the value 
that Prob assigns to the symmetric difference CAH. 
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Now let d be the class of straight lines restricted to the unit square X and let 49 be 
the class of axis-aligned rectangles in X. Let Prob be a probability distribution on d 
and let the incidence relation Z be intersection, i.e. Z(A,B) = 1 if and only if AflB # 0, 
where A E JTS!, B E 28. Note that one does not get the information of which part of A 
intersects 8. If B is the target rectangle and H is the hypothesis rectangle then err(H) 
is the probability that a line drawn under Prob intersects B but not H, or vice versa. 
Note that the error is not the probability that a line intersects BAH. However, in this 
setting H might not intersect B at all and still it might be a good approximation to B. 
LetZ:dxB-+{O,l}bea n incidence relation. For d’ G d and 33’ C 8 the set 
system induced on d’ by 93’ is defined by 
Z(d’,@) := ((~4 E d’lZ(A,B) = 1) IB E 93’). 
If SY consists of one element B, then we write Z(d’,B) for I(&, {B}). Thus I(&, B) 
is the set of examples incident with target concept B. 
For B E LT.8’ C 98 let the set IS = {d E d ) Z(A, B) = 1) be the image of B under Z 
and let Z(B’) = {Is ) B E a’} be the image of 9’ under I. The images of A E zf and 
d’ & &’ are defined analogously. If A is in the image of B we say that B selects A. 
Remark 2.1. The image of a concept is the set of example it selects. Hence the concept 
can be identified with this set. Instead of considering the target class 93 and the sample 
class d one can investigate the class Z(a) over the universe d as in the classical 
PAC-model. However, the notation is considerably simpler if one sticks to the first 
point of view, e.g., it is much more intuitive to talk about a “rectangle” than about the 
“set of all straight lines which intersect a rectangle”. 
In most cases it is more natural and intuitive to keep the original perspective. There- 
fore, we show that the notation and results of the PAC-model easily adapt to this 
perspective. In the remainder of this section we define what learnability means in this 
model and introduce the notation that complements the notion of the VC-dimension. 
Let d(d, B)(m) := sup{ IZ(._&“, 9Y) I d’ C d, Id’I = m}. Then the relative dimen- 
sion of .9+3 with respect to d is defined by 
RDf(d,&?) := sup{m E N I Ll(d,@)(m) = q. 
If no such m exists, then RDl(&,g) is infinite. If the incidence relation Z is clear 
from the context, then we drop the subscript. For B E 28 we say that B selects d’ if 
d’ = Z(d,B). If d’ is an m-element subset of S? such that IZ(d’,B)I = 2”‘, then 
we say that a shatters s&. 
We recall the definition of the VC-dimension. Let X be a set and let 93 be a family 
of subsets of X (concept class). The VC-dimension VCD(g) of 3 is defined as the 
largest cardinality of a subset S 2X such that ((S n B I B E 28’) 1 = 21’1. Using the 
notion from above, for d = X and Z(A,B) = 1 if and only if A E B, the relative 
dimension coincides with the VC-dimension, i.e. RD&X,W) = VCD(S?). 
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Next we define learnability in this model. Fix a target concept B E 23. We shall 
allow that the hypothesis is chosen from a more powerful class Y?. In this case we 
assume that 99 C X and that I is defined on d x 2”. 
A hypothesis H E S is consistent with a sample for a target concept B if it assigns 
the same labels to the sample elements as B. An algorithm that assigns to each sample 
of a concept from ~2 a consistent hypothesis will be called a consistent hypothesis 
finder. 
We call G9 learnable by X and sample class d if there exists an algorithm L such 
that for all E, 6 > 0 there is a sample size m such that for any target concept B E &?‘, 
any distribution Prob on d, given a sample for B of size m, L produces a hypothesis 
H E 2 such that err(H) <E with probability at least (1 - 6). We refer to L as a 
learning algorithm. The classes &,99 and X may be structured, i.e. d = UnEN d,,, 
and analogously for 3 and X. For example, n can be the dimension or the number of 
variables. If, moreover, the sample size and running time are bounded by a polynomial 
in I/E and l/6 we speak of polynomially learnable by 2 and sample class d. In 
the case of a structured target class 69 = lJnErm a,, and a target concept from B,, the 
polynomial has to be in l/s, l/S and n. 
We proceed by describing some properties of the relative dimension. The VC- 
dimension is related to the relative dimension in the following way: 
Lemma 2.2. For all classes d and 93 and every incidence relation I : ~~4x93 -+ (0, l}, 
RD,(d, .%) = VCD(Z(9?)). 
Proof. First observe that I(&?) is a set system on d. Then, for d’ C d we have 
~‘~~(~)={~‘~I~~BE~}={~‘~{AE~~Z(A,B)=~}~BE~} 
= {{A E d’ / I(A, B) = 1) IB E B} = I(&‘,%?). 
Now, if a shatters &’ G &‘, then for every partition d’ = C1UC2 there exists B E 93 
with Z(&“,B) = Cl. This is equivalent to d’ n I, = Cl and thus I(g) shatters ~2’. 
0 
By Lemma 2.2, results of the PAC-model carry over to our model. For example, the 
analog of Sauer’s result [ll], see also [ 131, holds. 
Theorem 2.3 (Sauer [l l] and Shelah [13]). Let 4 be a set system on a set X with 
VCD(F) = d. Let Y LX be a subset with \Y I = m. Then 
I{Y nF\F E ~}I<@d(m), 
where @d(m) = cf=, (7). 
In terms of the relative dimension Theorem 2.3 becomes 
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Corollary 2.4. Let d and W be classes and let I : d x 9? --f (0, 1) be an incidence 
relation. Let d = Rl31(._4,9?I). f d’ is an m-element subset of d, then 
Ir(d’, WI d @f(m). (1) 
In (1) there seems to be no dependence on the particular incidence relation I. How- 
ever, the dependence on I is reflected already in the value of d = RDl(d, 93). 
In particular, the fundamental theorem of Blumer et al. [3], which relates PAC- 
learnability to the VC-dimension, has the following analog: 
Theorem 2.5. Let d = UnEN d,, a = UnEN ~3~ and S = UnEN Zn be classes and 
letI:dx?J--{O,l}bea n incidence relation. Then the following hold. 
(i) 98 is e@iciently learnable by 2 with sample class JZ! if there are polynomials 
pv and pt such that 
l for all n E N : Rof(d,, 2,) d p”(n) and 
l there is a consistent hypothesis finder L for 9? by 2 whose running time is bounded 
by pt(m, l/~, l/6) for all samples of size m and all &,6 with 0 < E, 6 < 1. 
(ii) If a consistent hypothesis$nder exists, then a sample of size 
m> E(ll._) (ln(d”(di-1))+2dln(f)) 
is suficient for learnability of g by 2, where d, = VCD(YFn). 
(iii) If the function RDI(G!,,,.%‘~) is not bounded by any polynomial in n, then ~9 
is not efjsciently learnable by S with sample class ._Yz’. 
Proof. Using Lemma 2.2 the result follows from [3]. The bound in part (ii) is an 
improvement due to [ 121. 0 
Theorem 2.5 shows the importance of computing or bounding the relative dimension 
of concept classes. As this is quite often a combinatorially hard problem, the following 
results will be useful if the concepts of a class are formed by unions or intersections 
of simpler ones. Next we present an upper for the VC-dimension, which is a slight im- 
provement of a result in [3]. In order to carry this result over to the relative dimension 
the incidence relation has to satisfy a compatibility condition. 
Let 98 be a set system over some set X. Then 9$’ is the s-fold union class 
{B1UB*U”‘UB$IBi E 99, i = 1,2,... ,s and Bi # Bj for 1 <i < j<s}. Let S&“’ = 
U&+?&‘. The definition for the s-fold intersection class is, analogously, namely 94;) = 
{BlnBzn.. ilB, 1 Bi E 99, i = 1,2,. . . ,s and Bi # Bj for l<i < j<s} and S$“) = 
us= %G#). 10 n 
Theorem 2.6. Let 9 be a set system with VCD(F) = d. Then for ~22, 
VCD(&_,“)) < sd log(6e1+“ds1-1’d logs), 
VCD(9r”)) < sd log(6e1+1ids1-“d logs). 
(2) 
(3) 
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Proof. We prove the statement for unions only. The arguments for intersections are 
similar. By Theorem 2.3, for any m-element set d we have 
\{dnF 1 F E F}j <@d(m), (4) 
where @d(m) = ~~=, (7). Every element X E SF” has the form x =FlUFzU. . UFj, 
for some j, O<j<s, andFl,Fz ,... ,FjE9. By (4) and the fact that I{An(FIU...UFj)I 
FiEY}(< nF=, [{AfIFi (Fi E S}l we obtain 
I{anF 1 F E YF”’ }\+J{AnFIF E &‘}\& (,i”‘). 
i=O 
The set A cannot be shattered if 
=& ( yrny < 2”. 
Using the inequality 
when n 2 Y > 1, we obtain 
@d(m) < (y)d. 
Thus (5) holds if 
(em/d Id 
i )<2m. 
Using again (6), inequality (7) holds if 
(;)s. QdS < 2. 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) 
The function f(m) = 2m/mds is increasing for m >,ds/ln2. Set m = ds log(ys) and 
y = 6. el+W. s- ‘ld . logs. Then (8) becomes 
log(6e1+‘id) < 
( > 
5+; logs-loglogs (9) 
The function h(s) = (5 + l/d) logs - log logs is increasing for Ins 2 d/(5d + 1 ), hence, 
for ~22. Thus, it suffices to verify (9) for s = 2, i.e., log(6e1+‘id) < 5 + l/d, which 
certainly holds for every d 3 1. Therefore, (5) holds for m >ds log(6e1+1/ds1-‘/d logs), 
as desired. D 
In general, the VC-dimension in Theorem 2.6 cannot be replaced by the relative 
dimension. However, if the incidence relation satisfies a natural compatibility condition 
then the corresponding theorem also holds for the relative dimension. Let I be an 
incidence relation on d x &? let J be an incidence relation on d x &‘. Then J is 
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a union compatible extension of I if for all BiUBzU .. e UBs E B(,S) and all A E ~2 
the following holds: J(A, (BiUB2U . . . UB,)) = 1 if and only if Z(A,Bi) = 1 for some 
i E {1,2,... ,s}. Analogously, an incidence relation J on d x 99:’ is an intersection 
compatible extension if J(A, (B, flB$ . ’ . nB,)) = 1 if and only if Z(A,Bi) = 1 for 
i = 1,2,..., s. In this case we say I is union (intersection) compatible with J and use 
the letter I instead of J. 
Remark 2.7. If I is union (intersection) compatible, then ZA”B = ZAU~, (1~~s = Z,nZs). 
The element relation Z(A, B) = 1 H A E B and the inclusion Z(A, B) = 1 M A s B 
are both union compatible and intersection compatible. The intersection Z(A,B) = 1 + 
(AnB) # 0 is union compatible but not intersection compatible, because in general 
AnBl # 8 and AnBz # 0 do not imply An(B,nBz) # 0. 
Theorem 2.8. Let d and 23 be classes and let I: d x $23 + (0, 1) be an incidence 
relation. Let d = RDl(d,a). Then the following hold: 
(i) If I is union compatible, then 
R&(d, gf,““‘) dds log(6e’f1ids’-1id logs). 
(ii) If Z is intersection compatible, then 
RL&(d, 99:,““‘) <ds log(6e1f1’ds1-1id logs). 
Proof. We give the proof for a union compatible relation. By Lemma 2.2, one has 
RDI(d, S?~GS’) = VcD(I(93~GS))). 
As Z is union compatible we have Z(J#_‘~)) = (Z(~))~S), since for all t<s, 
I(?&)) = {ZG 1 G E &$‘} 
={ZB,UZB~U...UZB, IBi E g} 
= ({ZB 1 B E @})E’ = (&@))(:). 
Then RD1(zZ,9FS)) = VCD(Z(SY))(“S), and by Lemma 2.8 
RQ(s!,&“~)) = VCD(I(S9))~‘s)< s. VCD(Z(g)) . log(6e1+1ids’-‘id logs) 
= s . RQ(d, ~3) . log(6e1+1’ds1-1’d logs) 
= ds log( 6e i+i/dsi--l/d logs). 0 
Interchanging the roles of the target and sample class can result in an at most 
exponential increase of the corresponding relative dimension, i.e. 
Theorem 2.9 (Assouad [l]). For classes &’ and 33 and for every incidence relation 
z:~xx+{o,1}, 
RDI(&, 3q & 2’+m’(-@4. 
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This result is implicitly proven in [l], cf also [8]. For completeness, we give a self- 
contained proof 
Proof. Let dl, ~22, . . , dr C d. Then the class At((d1, dz,. . . , z&}, d) of atoms in- 
duced by {&,,&z, . . , &} in & consists of all subsets X of d of the following 
form: 
.x=k9K.dk\ u&k 
LEE 
for some K5{1,2 ,..., Y}, where K= {1,2 ,..., r}\K. 
Fix the relation I. If R@(&‘,SI) = 0, there is nothing to prove. Now let d be an 
integer such that 2d <RDI(&‘, 33) < 2d”. 
Let d’ g d, 1~2’1 = 2d, and assume that JXI” is shattered by B. 
Lemma 2.10. There exist d subsets &I, ~~22,. , dd of d4’ such that 
IAt({&1,&&. . . ,dd},d’)I = 2d. 
Proof. Let J& = {Ao,A 1,. . . , A2d_1}. For i = 0,. . . , 2d - 1 let its binary representation 
be (a~_,,ah_z,..., a;), ai E (0, 1). Let &$k = {Ai E &’ 1 ai = l}, i.e., &k can be iden- 
tified with the subcube of (0, l}d, the elements of which have a 1 at the kth position. 
Fix A, E d’ and let K = {kla”, = 1) and K = {1,2,...,d}\K. Then {A,} = 
f-&&k \ukEE&k. Hence, exactly the 2d one-element subsets of &’ are atoms. 
As d’ is shattered by S? there exist elements Bl, Bz,. . . , Bd E Sf, which select 
the d,, i.e., I(&‘, {9&}) = di, or equivalently Z~~fld’ = di. Then Z(S&,&?‘) = 
{JJl,d2, . . ..dd} for L?d' = {B1,B2, . . . , Bd}. We want to show that 68:’ is shattered 
by d. For doing so we prove that 
IAt(Z(S#),d’)l = 11(@,1(4’))1. (10) 
Namely, let &” E At(Z(@), SLY). Then there exists a subset K g{ 1,2,. . . , r} such that 
~8’ = 4K) = ,$ ZE, \ n ZE, 
kc?? 
Now 
A E d(K) x+ A E n Z&and A $ IJ Z,, 
kEK kE?? 
w Z(A,Bk)=l forkEKandZ(A,Bk)=OforkEK 
* Bk E ZA for k E K and Bk 4 IA and k E K 
e Z(@,ZA) = {Bk 1 k E K}. 
This means that each subset K C{ 1,2,. . . , r} defines a unique element of Z(@,Z(J&)), 
whence (10) is established. 
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By (10) and by Lemma 2.10 we have IZ(~#‘,I(J#))I = 2d which means that L’@’ is 
shattered by &“, and thus by &, whence R.&(S#, -,,P) 3 d. Cl 
3. Lines and rectangles 
In this section we investigate some classes of geometrical objects and their relative 
dimension, and we present learning algorithms for these. 
We consider the following classes in the Euclidean plane. The incidence relation 
will always be intersection. 
a A is the class of straight line segments. 
l &+ is the class of horizontal straight line segments. 
l V is the class of vertical straight line segments. 
a _Y is the class of straight lines. 
l PGk is the class of arbitrary polygons with at most k vertices. 
Let us come back to the X-ray example mentioned in the introduction. We assume 
first that the target is a horizontal or vertical line segment. Let the source of the X-rays 
be outside the region where targets can be located. Then the examples are straight lines 
instead of rays. As already mentioned the incidence relation is intersection. Later in 
this section we show how this can be used to learn arbitrary polygons. 
Lemma 3.1. RD(9, #) = RD(9, V) = 5. 
Proof. Clearly it suffices to consider the case of vertical line segments. 
It is easy to find five lines, such that any subset of them can be selected by vertical 
line segments, see Fig. 1, whence RD( 9,Y’) Z 5. 
For the upper bound assume that the set {II, Z2, . , . , I,) of lines can be shattered 
by vertical line segments. If three of these lines, say Ii, 12, E3, intersect in a common 
point, then, clearly, the set { Zl,Zz, 13) cannot be shattered. Moreover, we may assume 
that there are no two vertical lines. Assume first that there is one vertical line, say 
Zr . If ~~24, then 12, Z3, 24 intersect II in (x,y2), (x,y3), (x, y4) respectively (where 
y2 < y3 < ~4). But then we cannot select the set {Zr ,12, Zh} by vertical line segments 
without getting also Z 3. Hence, we assume in the following that no line is vertical. 
There are most rn < (I) intersections between pairs of lines. We may assume that all 
such intersections have different x-coordinates, say x1 < x2 < - * * < x,. Also m = (9); 
otherwise some subsets might not be selectable. For each x E R\{xt,x2,. . . ,x,} we 
associate an ordering of the lines by ordering the intersections of the lines with the 
vertical line through x from top to bottom. This ordering is the same for all x in each 
open interval (xi,xj+r ), i = 1,2,. . . , m - 1, resp. (--00,x1) and (xm,oo). In adjacent 
intervals the orderings differ only by a transposition of two adjacent elements. 
The upper bound of 5 is then established by a computer enumeration of all se- 
quences of permutations of { 1,2,. _ . ,6} which reflect the orderings induced by inter- 
secting lines. Each such sequence has the following properties: The first permutation is 
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k 345 
Fig. 1. Selecting arbitrary subsets of a set of five lines by vertical line segments. Only the selection of 
the 3-sets is shown. One can clearly find vertical line segments selecting the empty set, the l-sets and the 
5-set. The 2-sets are selected at the intersections of pairs of lines. For each of the five lines there is an 
x-coordinate, where it is uppermost or lowermost line, whence the 4-sets are selected at these points. 
(1,2,. . ,6), the last is (6,5,. , l), successive permutations differ by the transposition 
of two adjacent elements, and the permutations are lexicographically increasing. This 
can be modeled by a directed acyclic graph. The permutations are the nodes of this 
graph and the edges lead from a node to all direct successors (with respect to the 
lexicographic ordering). Each arrangement of lines induces such a sequence but not 
vice versa, see, e.g., [4]. There are exactly 292 864 such sequences or, equivalently, 
directed paths in G from (1,2.. . ,6) to (6,5,. . . , 1). Now in each such sequence the 
subsets of (1,2,..., 6) which can be selected by vertical line segments are enumer- 
ated. By checking all such possibilities, one sees that in no such sequence all subsets 
of {1,2,... ,6} can be selected, which rules out 6. Hence, RD(_Y, V) < 6. 0 
Our proof of the upper bound in Lemma 3.1 is based on a computer enumeration. 
However, for more complicated classes the corresponding running times become too 
large. Then one can use counting arguments to bound the relative dimension from 
above. As we shall use such arguments later for more complicated classes, we give 
an example for the above problem of shattering lines with vertical segments, namely 
we will show that RD(_Y, B) < 7. Let 1,2,. . . , n be the ordering of (the indices of) 
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the lines in the interval (-00,x1). In this interval or in (xm, +CCI) exactly 1 + n + (i) 
subsets of the ordering can be selected by vertical line segments, namely those of the 
form {i, . . . ) j}, 1 <i<j<n and the empty set. If at Xj the lines, that are currently at 
the ith and (i + 1)st position in the ordering, intersect then to the right of xj at most 
(n - 2) new subsets can be selected by vertical line segments. These are the subsets 
of the form {a,,. . . ,q}, s < i, and {ai+i,. . .,a,}, i + 1 < t where ui,uz,.. . ,un is the 
ordering of the lines in the interval (xj,xj+i). Hence, the number of subsets which can 
be selected by vertical line segments is at most N = 1 + n + (i) + (n - 2). ( (1) - 1). In 
order to shatter the n-element set of lines we must have N 22” which holds for n = 7 
but not for n = 8. We remark that the arguments do not change if some intersections 
of the lines have the same x-coordinate: with each intersection at most (n - 2) new 
subsets can be selected. This yields the weaker bound RD(9,V) < 7. 
A hypothesis finder for (9, Y’) works as follows. Given a set of lines, labeled 
according to whether they hit the target line segment or not, one considers those lines 
which are positive examples. This set contains at most one vertical line. In this case 
the line contains the target segment. Note that no positively labeled line can hit the 
supporting line defined by the target segment outside that segment. For the nonvertical 
positive examples we compute the upper and lower envelope, e, and ec respectively. 
Now, a vertical sweep line is moved from left to right. We start at some point to the 
left of the leftmost intersection of lines from the sample, no matter what the label is, 
and we stop at the first point where no negatively labeled line intersects the sweep 
line between e, and et. Such a position exists, for example, the position of the target 
segment. Note that one only has to check one point in each interval. The hypothesis 
is the line segment on the sweep line which is bounded by e, and et. If a positive 
vertical line is in the sample then we pick the line segment on this line in the same 
way. Hence, we have by Theorem 2.5: 
Corollary 3.2. The classes X and V are both learnable by S resp. V with sample 
class 9 and sample size 
m=o(E(tl&) (1$&J +101n($))). 
For artbitray line segments we have the following bounds: 
Lemma 3.3. 5 d RD( 9, ~4) < 27. 
Proof. The lower bound follows from Lemma 3.1. For the upper bound one shows 
that the number of subsets of a set of n lines which can be selected by arbitray line 
segments is at most 3n6/8. For shattering, this quality has to be at least 2”. This is not 
the case for n > 28. 
Let Y be the set of points of intersection of the n given lines Ii, 12,. . . , I,. As above, 
assume that no two of them are parallel and no three intersect in a single point, thus 
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Each line segment s in the plane defines a unique supporting line I(s). On the other 
hand, each straight line 1 defines at most two dichotomies of the points of S into SO 
and St, where Se is to the left of 1, or below I if 1 is horizontal. The points of S 
which are on 1 may either all belong to Se or to St. 
At most N = 2 . (‘;I) dichotomies of S can be defined in this manner. To see this, fix 
a dichotomy So, St that is induced by line 1. Consider the convex hulls Co = conv(Ss) 
and Ct = conu(St ) of So and Sr , respectively. Then there is an i E (0, 1) such that 
C, has an edge e whose supporting line l(e) does not intersect Cr _i. The edge e and 
hence l(e) can be identified with its two endpoints. Now l(e) defines two dichotomies, 
depending on whether the points on l(e) belong to SO or Sr, one of which coincides 
with the one induced by 1. 
Now, fix a dichotomy SO, St of S, and let L = L(So,Sl) be the set of all lines which 
induce this dichotomy, assuming that points on the lines belong to SO. This induces that 
no line from L can intersect the interior of CO or Ct. The lines from L pass between 
SO and S1, meaning that they intersect every line segment which has one endpoint in 
CO and one in Cl. The set L can be partitioned into at most n classes, such that for 
all lines in one class the orders in which the original lines li are hit are the same, see 
Fig. 2 for an illustration. First consider those lines li which run between SO and Sr, 
i.e., there are lines lj and lk such that the intersection of li and lj is in SO and the 
Fig. 2. Lines g and g’ induce the same dichotomy. They intersect the lines between SO and S1 in the same 
order. The lines li, Ii and Ik, however, are intersected in different orders. 
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one of li and lk is in Si. Each line g E L hits these lines in the same order, as the 
order is only changed if lines intersect and there are no intersections outside So U S1. 
Next consider a line li which belongs to SO, i.e., for all lj, j # i, the intersection of 
li and Ij is in SO. Then li n Ci = 8. A line g from L which is not parallel to li will 
intersect Zi either “before it passes between SO and Si” or after that. Let Ii, Zj and 
lk belong to SO and assume that g intersects first li, then lj, then lk and then passes 
between SO and St. Another line g’ E L might first intersect lj, lk, pass between SO 
and &and then intersect Zi or line g’ might first intersect lk, pass between SO and St 
and then intersect li and Zj. Observe that if there are lines belonging to SO there cannot 
be lines belonging to S1 as we assume that no two lines are parallel. By the above 
considerations, the cyclic order in which the original lines are hit by a line g E L is 
independent of the specific choice of g. Hence there are at most n equivalence classes 
of lines in L differing by the position where the cyclic order is broken. 
The lines in one equivalence class allow the same selections, i.e., with segments on 
these lines exactly the same subsets of the original lines can be selected. Moreover, 
one can show that there are subsets which can be selected by different equivalence 
classes (for the same dichotomy). In fact, let Lt be the equivalence class of all lines in 
L which intersect exactly t original lines belonging to SO before they pass between SO 
and Si (where the direction is upward). In Fig. 2 the line g is in LO because it hits the 
lines Ii, lj and lk after it passed the gap between SO and Si, i.e., after g crossed all 
original lines between SO and 4. The line g’ is in Li because it intersects one original 
line (lk) before passing the gap. 
Then at most (!$ nonempty subsets of the set { 11, 12, . . . , I,,} can be selected by line 
segments on some g E LO. Now, let g be a line from the equivalence class Lt, t 3 1. 
Then line segments on g can select at most n - 1 subsets which could not be selected 
on lines from Lt_ 1. Hence for each dichotomy there are at most 3n2/2 subsets of the set 
{11,12,..., In} that can be selected on lines from L. All in all, at most N . 3n2/2 <3n6/8 
subsets can be selected. 
The latter quantity has to be at least 2” to shatter the lines ,Zi. This is not the case 
for n>28. 0 
We give a brief description of the hypothesis finder. If the sample does not contain 
any negative example then every line segment intersecting all positive lines will do. If 
the sample contatins only negative examples, then choose a line segment not intersect- 
ing any line in sample. Otherwise, note that the negatively labeled lines decompose the 
plane into possibly unbounded convex cells and that the target segment must be in a 
cell, the interior of which is intersected by all positive lines. All cells with this property 
are examined. We claim that it suffices to check all line segments, the endpoints of 
which are the intersections of positive lines with the boundary of the cell. Consider 
the cell containing the target segments s. Then s intersects all positive lines. For the 
following arguments consider also Fig. 3. Let I = Z(s) be the supporting line of s, and 
let p and q be the intersections of this line with the boundary of the cell. If q is moved 
- 
clockwise along the boundary of the cell then the segment pq will intersect all positive 
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lines until q reaches the first intersection of a positive line I, with the boundary of 
the cell. Let q’ be this point. Now p is moved clockwise along the boundary of the 
cell until the first intersection of a positive line I, is reached. Denoting this point by 
p’, the segment p’q’ still intersects all positive lines in the cell or on its boundary. 
In order to avoid the intersections with the boundary, which make p’q’ inconsistent, 
p’ and q’ are moved towards the interior of the cell by a small amount. This motion 
can be performed along 1 P and l,, respectively, if no further positive line intersects 
the boundary at p’ or q’. If more than one positive line passes throught p’ or q’ the 
“outmost” of them has to be chosen, see Fig. 3. The small amount for the last motion 
can be chosen half the smallest distance between two points of intersections of pairs 
of lines. 
For the running time note that the number of cells and the number of intersections 
is polynomial in the sample size. For each cell it can be determined in time linear 
in the sample size, whether all positive lines intersect the interior. By the preceding 
considerations we can restrict ourselves to segments whose endpoints are intersections 
of a positive and a negative line. For each such segment one checks whether it intersects 
all positive lines. If so, one has to perform the rotation to get a consistent hypothesis. 
Corollary 3.4. The class d is learnable by d with sample class 9 and sample size 
Another geometrical application is the learnability of arbitrary polygons with at most 
k vertices. 
Fig. 3. A consistent hypothesis finder for line segments. Shown is the cell containing the target segments s. 
The thin lines are positive. The points p and q are moved along the boundary to p’ and q’, respectively. 
These points are then moved inwards to p” and q”, respectively. The dashed segment p”q” is a consistent 
hypothesis. At q’ the approrpriate positive line for q” has to be chosen. 
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Lemma 3.5 
2k<RD(9’,9<k)<27(k - l)log(l7(k - 1) (26/27) . log(k - 1)) = O(klogk). 
Proof. For the lower bound consider a convex k-polygon K. A set of 2k lines, which 
can be shattered, is constructed from 2k equally spaced points PI, P2,. . . ,P2k on a 
circle. Now consider the set of 2k tangent lines Zi through the points Pi. If the lines Ii 
and El, t < 2k, are negative and 12,. . , Zt-_i are positive then two edges of K suffice 
to select 12,. ., 1*-i. These two edges are parallel to 11 and It, respectively, and are 
located towards the interior of the circle, see Fig. 4. Thus a maximum number of 
edges is required if positive and negative lines alternate. Hence a set of 2k lines can 
be shattered by a convex k-gon. 
For the upper bound, note that a k-polygon can be identified with (k - 1) of its 
edges, because a straight line intersects a polygon if and only if it intersects at least 
two of its edges, hence 
Noting that the intersection relation is union compatible, the lemma follows from The- 
orem 2.8. 0 
We proceed by giving an informal description of the hypothesis finder. Consider the 
subdivision of the plane defined by those lines that are negative examples. The target 
polygon is completely contained in one of the cells. Let us denote this cell by Z. The 
positive lines define a subdivision of Z into subcells. 
The vertices of the target polygon are contained in such subcells. In order to find 
a consistent polygon one selects k subcells and in each of them one point. For every 
permutation for these k point the associated polygon is constructed. If this is hit by 
Fig. 4. The thin tangent lines are positive, the thick ones are negative. The two dashed edges intersect the 
positive lines but not the negative ones. 
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all positive lines then a consistent hypothesis is found. Otherwise a new selection of k 
subcells is made. The process terminates at the latest if the selected subcells are those 
which contain the vertices of the target polygon. 
This construction does not depend on the specific points chosen from the subcells. 
Let Zr and Zz be subcells and Pt E Z1, Pi, Pt E Zz points. Then the strainght line 
segment PIP: intersects the same positive lines as pip:’ 
As m lines induce at most (“l’) + 1 cells, the running time is polynomial if k is 
constant. 
Corollary 3.6. The class PGk is learnable by pGk with sample class .Y and sample 
size 
4. Monomials 
Let &fon<k be the class of all monomials over the n-dimensional Boolean hypercube, 
where each monomial contains at most k literals. We call a monomial with exactly k 
literals a k-monomial. The incidence relation I is defined as follows: for monomials 
m and m’ over n variables let I(m, m’) = 1 if and only if there exists x E (0, 1)” 
such that m(x) = m’(x) = 1, i.e., the subcubes defined by the monomials intersect. The 
incidence relation I on the monomials is intersection compatible, i.e., for monomials 
m, m’ and t one has 
Z(t, m) A Z(t, m’) =+ Z(t, (m n m’)). 
We are interested in the value of RD(MonGl, hfon<k) for l,k 2 1. 
Theorem 4.1. Let 1 d I, k d n. Then, 
6) 
RD(MonQl, hfonQk)a 
k lb II if 1 d n/k, 
k[log(n/k)] if I > n/k. 
(ii) 
RD(Mon~~,Mon~lj d [log(Z)], 
RD(Monsi,Mon~k) < kLlog(2Zjj log (6e l+l/110g(21)1kl--l/110g(21)1 logk 
for k32. 
Proof. (i) We use the ideas of Littlestone [lo]. First assume that lk <n. For simplicity 
let I be a power of 2. 
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The first k. 1 variables x1,x2,. . . , X&l can be partitioned into k groups, each consisting 
of 2 consecutive variables. Next we construct the set S of kr monomials of Mon<l, 
where r = log I, which is shattered by monomials of Mon<&. 
Let S = Uf=, Si where Si is a set of r many I-monomials each containing only 
variables from the ith group. We describe the construction of Si on the variables of 
the first group containing, say, x1,x2,. . . ,x1. 
Let P(r) denote the power set of the set { 1,2,. . . , r}. We can identify each variable 
in the ith group with an element of P(r) as r = log 1. The Z-monomials ml, m2,. . . , m, 
in Si are constructed as follows: At first all monomials are empty. Then select some 
set T E 9(r) and let xr be the corresponding variable. The literal x?Z is added to the 
monomials mi if and only if i E T. This will guarantee that by setting xr = 1 all 
these monomials evaluate to 0. The construction for the other groups S2, Ss, . . . , Sk is 
analogous. 
We will show that S is shattered by Mon$&. For each subset U c S we construct a 
monomial mk = m&(U) E hfon<k such that I(m’,mk) = 0 for m’ E U and I(m’,mk) = 
1 for ml E S\U. Let Ui = S1 n U. Choose Li = F if xi belongs to the first group 
of variables, and xi E mr for all m’ E U, and xi 6 & - Ul. Then the monomial mk 
consists of the k literals Lj and has the desired property. 
If Zk > n, we use the same construction using Ln/kj-monomials instead of Z- 
monomials and we add for each such monomial the same (I - Ln/kJ ) literals. 
(ii) Recall that for 1 <q < r < s, and monomials m = x1 A . . . A xr and m’ = 
x4 A . . 1 A x,, the intersection m fl m’ is defined by m n m’ = x1 A . . . A x,. 
Next we will show RD(h40nQ,,A40nsl)6 [log(21)]. Let ml E Mong, and mk E 
hfoni&. It is obvious that I(m’, mk) = 0 if and only if there exists a literal Li with 
Li E m’ and z E mk. 
Let S & MonGl be a set, which is shattered by monomials of MonQ 1. This means 
that for every subset T & S there exists a literal LT E iWon< 1 such that 1(L~,m) = 0 
for all m E T and Z(LT,Z) # 0 for all Z E S\T. We conclude that each monomial 
in S\T contains the literal LT which is the private literal of this subset. On the other 
hand, each monomial m’ E MonGr contains at most I literals. Thus, m’ can belong to 
at most I different subsets T & S. Since S is shattered by MonQ1, m’ is contained in 
exactly half of all subsets. Hence we get 21sl-1 <I, as ISI 6 log(2E). 
Let k 22. Each k-monomial is the intersection of k l-monomials, hence by 
Theorem 2.8, we have 
RD(A40n~~,MonQk)<kdlog(6e1+1idk1-1idlogk), 
where d = RD(MonGl,MonQ1). The function f(x) = kxlog(6e’+1~Xk1-1~xlogk) is 
increasing, hence, setting x = llog(2Z)J yields the desired inequality. 0 
We remark that finding for (hfons,, Mon<k) a consistent hypothesis from bfOn<& 
is in general an NP-hard problem, as can be shown by a straightforward reduction 
from HITTING SET. The instance for this problem is a collection of subsets %? of a 
finite set S and a positive integer k < ISJ. The question is, whether there exists a subset 
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S’ C S with IS’1 dk such that IS’ n Cl 2 1 for every set C E V, cf. [6]. We sketch the 
idea of the reduction. Assume that the sample contains only negative examples, all of 
which are monotone l-monomials ml, m2,. . . , m,. A consistent hypotheseis k-monomial 
h must have the property that for all x E (0, 1)” and all i E { 1,2,. . . , m} : mi(x) = 1 
implies h(x) = 0. This means that each monomial mi contains a variable xi such that 
h contains its negation xi. Of course, one specific variable of h may serve as a witness 
for several mi’s. Then one identifies each mi with the set of variables it contains, and 
h with the set of variables the negations of which it contains. 
Similar considerations to those above can be done for concepts which are sets. 
Let X be an n-element set. Let [Xl’ denote the set of i-element subsets (i-sets) of 
X. The incidence relation I is given by intersection, i.e., I(S, T) = 1 if and only if 
S n T # 0 for S, T CX. By an argument similar to the one used for monomials we 
obtain: 
Corollary 4.2. Let X be a jinite set with 1x1 = n. Then for k, 13 1, 
(i) 
wm', Pm 2 
k lb li if I <n/k, 
k[log(n/k)] $1 > n/k. 
(ii) 
RD([X]‘, [Xlk) d kllog(Z)j log (6e 1+1/llog(2l)~kl--l/llog(2l)J logk 
> 
for k>2. 
Similar to the monomial case, finding a consistent hypothesis for ([Xl’, [Xlk) from 
[Xlk is in general an NP-hard problem. 
On the other hand, assuming uniform distribution of the samples, one can give 
an efficient hypothesis finder for the set problem using the probabilistic method. Let 
X be an n-set and let T CX be a k-element target set. Our samples will be l- 
sets, which we pick uniformly and independently at random from the set of all I- 
subsets of X. If Ll, L2,. . . , L, are the chosen l-sets, then our hypothesis will be 
x\u.. I, L,nT=O Lj. We claim that this is a good hypothesis, provided m 2(9n/Z) In n 
and, say, k, 1 d fi. 
Namely, let L be a random Z-set, picked uniformly at random among all (7) l-sets 
of X. For i E X\T let Ei denote the event that L n T # 8 or i #L. Then, 
prob(Ei) = 1 - v. 
1 
(11) 
If we pick m Z-sets L1 ,Lz, . . . , L, uniformly and independently at random, let El(m), 
i E X\T, be the event that i $! Lj or Lj n T # 8 for every j, 1 <j < m. This is the 
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event that point i is erroneously included in the hypothesis. Using (11) we have 
Pr*b(Ei(Vl))= (l-91 
and, consequently, 
Prob (,xpc-,) <(n-k). (l- TJ 
=(n-k). l- 
( 
nfzLLii (n - i) I m 
I-I::: (n - i) ’ i ) 
< (n - k) . (l- (l-n_;+l)‘-’ .$ 
< (n - k). (I-exp{-~~~~~} .-!I 
<(,-k).exp{-$.exp{-zk(ll+li}}. (12) 
The right-hand side of (12) tends to 0 for rn 2(9n/l) In n with n going to infinity, 
where k, l< fi. Thus with probability approaching to 1 each point i 9 T is covered 
by l-sets, which do not intersect the set T, showing that this yields a good hypothesis 
finder. 
5. Shattering monomials 
Shattering a structured concept might be different from shattering a set. Having in- 
formation about the structure might make several, in general possible, partitions super- 
fluous. An example of such a domain is the Boolean cube with the class of monomials. 
Define that a monomial m is shattered by a concept class W if the following holds. 
If for evey assignment of constants 0,l and variables to m, the resulting monomial m’ 
can be represented as m’ = m n c for some c E %?, then we say that m is shattered 
by %?. 
Recall that Men<, is the set of all monomials over n variables including the empty 
monomial (8). The meet f A g and join f V g of two monomials f,g E AIon+, 
is defined in the straightforward way. Thus (MonG,,A,V) is a ranked lattice with 
minimal element (0) and maximal element (*), being the O-monomial. Clearly, f < g 
if and only if f A g = f. Let [f,g] = {h (f <h<g} and let (f,g] = [f,g]\{f}. 
In this context we prove the following theorem, which is the analog of Sauer’s result, 
Theorem 2.3, for the class of monomials, cf. [9] for related results. 
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Theorem 5.1. Let B c AIon<, with 191 > 1 + CL=, (?) .2”-‘. Then there exists an 
(n - r - 1 )-monomial g E Mon+, such that for every monomial m E [(8), g] there 
exists f E % with g A f = m. 
This theorem might be of interest if, instead of m “one-dimensional” samples, we 
choose only one “m-dimensional” sample. 
Proof. For f E Molt+, let rk( f) = n - k + 1, where k denotes the number of literals 
in f, in particular k((0)) = 0. For f E % let hf : Adon<, -+ {O,l} be functions 
defined by 
1 
hf(m) = 
if m< f and rk(m)<r + 1, 
0 otherwise. 
The linear vector space over R generated by the set {hf 1 f E 9) has dimension at 
most (1 + CL.=, (r) 2”-i), as h,-(m) = 0 for rk(m) > r + 1, and this is the number of 
monomials m with rk(m) <r + 1. Thus there exist reals y( f ), f E %, which are not 
all zero, such that C fCs y(f) . hy = 0, where 0 denotes the identically zero function. 
Let h : Man+, -+ R be a function defined by 
Lemma 5.2. For a monomial m E AIon<, with rk(m) d r + 1, 
C h(x) = 0. 
x+7(*)1 
Proof. For m E Man +,, rk(m)<r + 1, we infer the following: 
C h(x) = C Y(X) = C Y(X). hdm) 
x+4(*)1 .S~Wm,(*)l xE~mb(*)l 
= Cx&F”[m,(*)] Y(X) .hx(m) + c Y(X). k(m) 
XEF:, Gzh(*)l 
=,gy y(x).Mm) = 0. 0 
The function h is by assumption ot identically zero. Hence, there exists an element 
w E Man<, of minimal rank but with rk(w) > r + 1 such that 
c xElw,(z+)l h(x) = 6 # 0. 
Lemma 5.3. For each z E [(0),w], 
(13) 
c vE,,ona,, wAu=z h(v) = 6 . (- l)rko”)-‘k(Z). (14) 
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Proof. We use induction on rk(w) - rk(z). For z = w, we have ‘&Mona,, wAv=w 
h(u) = 6. Now, let z E [(0),w). Let rk(z) = k and rk(w) = t, where t > k. As w was 
minimal with respect o rank satisfying (13) we have 
c h(x) = 0. 
xm(*)l 
Thus, 
c h(v) = c h(u) = 0. 
YE[Z,W] IsMons,, wAv=y a&(*)1 
Using (15) and the induction assumption we obtain 
(15) 
o= 1 c h(v)= c h(v) + c c h(v) 
yE[z,w] UEMOfl$,, w/iv=y UEMon<,, w/YlJ=z YE[Z,W] uEMon<.,wAo=y 
Hence, 
\u=z 
ZZ c h(v) + C 6. (_l)rk(w)-rk(Y). 
vEMon<,, wAv=z YawI 
h(v) = -6. C (-1 )rk(w)--rk(J’) 
Ya&wl 
=~.(_l)‘w+‘. f: c (_l)-‘k(Y) 
i=k+l yE(z,w],rk(y)=i 
= 6 . (_ 1 yW4-~k(y) 
which shows (14). 0 
In particular, by (13) and Lemma 5.3 for each z E [(O), w] we have 
c h(v) # 0, 
UEMOtl<“,WAV=Z 
thus h(v) # 0 for some u with w A v = z, i.e., v E %, which finishes the proof of 
Theorem 5.1. 0 
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